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Jammu & Kashmir Fest -DJ Party 

 

The students from Jammu Kashmir thronged to DJ stage on 9th March 

2016. The event was hosted by Shubham (Aero) and Rajan (Civil). They 

named the party ‘Jammu & Kashmir Fest’. Anchors called upon Chairman 

Sir for his worthy blessings and address. The event extended with the high 

vibes of music to pay a vow to Goddess Saraswati. The party eve started 

with Kashmiri theme dance by Priya Sharma (ECE), Arusa Bahar (Civil), 

Shumaila (Civil). This performance was followed up by splendid Punjabi 

dance by Reepen Deep Kaur (Civil). The rocking Ladakhi dance perfor-

mance by Shaheen (Civil) and Nisa (Civil) filled the crowd with great fun 

& amusement. Much fan fare attention was drawn by Orchestra band who 

stared the evening with its blissful charm. Students of the function was let 

down by Bhangra dance performance by Pranav, sahil, Neeraj and Abilash. 

The party attained charmful aura with the ramp walk by Neeraj (Civil), 

Abinash (Civil), Pranav (Civil), Rajan (Civil), sahil (Civil), Neeraj (EEE), 

Arslan (Civil), Komal (CSE) etc. from different regions shown unity by 

organizing such a good cultural event. Their efforts & teamwork results in 

a successful show. SGIans had a great party & had understood the folk 

dance & culture of Jammu and Kashmir through this event.  The show was 

a success due to the efforts and hard works of management as well as coor-

dinators i.e. Mayan Mangotra (ME), Shaheen (Civil), Abinash (Civil) etc.  
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Like the climax of the picture, the show’s climax was fabulous. The students from Jammu & Kashmir 

has presented a drama act based on their culture and had dragged the audience into their era & day to 

day life via their presentation. 
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NEPALI ROCKERS -DJ PARTY 

 

The most awaited moment for the Nepali students came to light on 12th March 2016 when SGians orga-

nized DJ Party at Samalkha Group of Institutions. They named the party ‘Nepali Rockers’ and directed 

by most of Nepali students. The party commenced by esteem faculty members & Board of Directors. 

The event extended with high ambiance of music to pay a vow to Goddess Saraswati.  
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Rabindra (Civil), Sachin yadav (BBA) and Bibek (ME) kicked the show by anchoring and making a 

bond with the audience via live interactions. The party eve started with paying obeisance to National 

anthem of Nepal followed by welcome speech call to Chairman Sir Sh. Ajay Goyal by Shailesh Regmi 

(ME). Chairman Sir addressed the audience and greeted them with great enthusiasm. The party began 

with theme dance based on Nepali folk fore performed by artist Jai Siyaram from Mechanical          

Department and the song was sung by Kamal Kishore.  Much fan fare attention was drawn by Orches-

tra band who stared the evening with its blissful charm. The rocking dance performance of Nagendra 

& Ramesh filled the crowd with great fun & amusement. This performance was followed by mimic act 

of Sachin Yadav as Lalu Parsad Yadav. Abdullah (CSE) presented the audience with melody & later 

on the duet dance performances carried out by Bibek and Jai Siyaram cheered the crowd. The charm of 

the party came to peak with Spell Bound Shayari by Samir Dangi (Civil) and Rishabh (CSE). The 

event was  followed by sizzling Ramp walkers of SGI who came on the stage and had surprised the 

viewers via their looks.  
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The party was wrapped up by Sachin on the lyrical notes of Orchestra band. 

The show was a success due to the efforts and hard work of management as well as coordinators 

i.e. Bibek (ME), Samir Dangi (Civil), Homenath (CSE), Jyoti (ME), Aditya (ME) etc. under the 

supervision of facilitators from SGI. At the end, lavish dinner was served. Such programmes have 

been building in a new atmosphere of creativity and morable boost among the SGIans. 

BHOJPURIA DABANG -DJ PARTY 

 

The students of SGI mostly from Bihar set the stage on fire on 14th March 2016 by throwing party 

cum cultural program at Samalkha Group of Institutions. They named the party ‘Bhojpuria Dabang’. 

The celebration was inaugurated by esteem faculty members & Board of Directors. The event extend-

ed with the high vibes of music to pay a vow to Goddess Saraswati.  

Vishakha Sinha (MBA) and Sawood Alam (Civil) kicked the show by anchoring and making a bond 

with the audience via live interactions. One after the other there were a number of performances 

which satisfied the audiences.  
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A well mixed cultural program spell bound the spectators and the facilitators. The curtain of the func-

tion was let down by dance performance by Panchanan Kumar Rana (ME). This was followed by su-

perb skit by Tamim Ahmod (ME), Sawood Alam (Civil), Mr. Numan Jamal (BBA), Waseem Ahmad 

(ME), Uttam Josiya (ME), Abhishek Mishra (ME). Shweta Kumari (BBA), Sanju (ME) and Suruchi 

(ME) rocked the floor with blistering group dance performance. 

After rocking performances, the eye catching moment was Fagua dance performed by a group of stu-

dents such as Puneet Kumar (CSE), Nitish Kumar (Civil), Ranjeet Kumar (Civil), Ragbender (Civil), 

Uttam Kumar (Civil), Gopal (Civil) etc.  
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The dance is performed by boys and girls together after playing holi (spraying colors on each other) in 

the moonlight. They hold sticks in both hands while dancing. Drum and Kartal (musical instrument) are 

used to keep the rhythm. The event was muscled by rocking body building show by Alok Bihari (ME). 

The evening attention was DJ group who by their electronic musical instruments with Punjabi fusion 

turned the evening into a charmful delight. Niranjan Kumar (ME), Suman (Civil), Komal (CSE) and 

Shabaz (ME) presented songs and on the blissful note of music students danced in a entertaining mood. 

Many students participated in the program while others just let the soaked in the festivity and splendid 

display put up by the dancers and singers. 

The event was followed by sizzling Ramp walkers of SGI who came on the stage and had surprised the 

viewers via their looks were few of the sizzlers. It was a colorful event as ramp walkers were dressed in 

their best attire. The show was a success due to the hard work and management of the coordinators i.e. 

Vishakha Sinha (MBA), Sawood Alam (Civil), Niranjan Kumar (ME), Suman (Civil) etc. under the  

supervision of facilitators from SGI. At the end, sumptuous dinner was served. The program held has 

given rise to a new wave of team spirit into the SGians & had boosted their enthusiasm. Finally the  

program ended on a musical note, leaving behind memories that will be cherished forever. 
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The students of SGI mostly from Delhi set the stage on fire on 16th March 2016 by throwing party cum 

cultural program with DJ SAM, glamorous dancers, talented singers and mind blowing crowd at Sa-

malkha Group of Institutions. They named the party ‘Delhi Fireflies’. The fun filled celebration was 

inaugurated by esteem faculty members & Board of Directors. The event extended with the high vibes 

of music to pay a vow to Goddess Saraswati followed by Ganesh Vandana. This was just the starting 

“Party to Baki Hain”. 

Aditya Verma (ME) and Pallavi (ECE) kicked the show by anchoring and making a connection with the 

audience via live interactions. One after the other there were a number of performances which satisfy 

the name ‘Delhi Fireflies’. From traditional to theme based to ultra modern, a well mixed cultural     

program spell bound the audience and the facilitators. The curtain of the function was let down by duet 

Bhangra dance performance by Reepen Deep Kaur (AERO) and Mohit (ME).  

DELHI FIREFLIES -DJ PARTY 
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After rocking performances by the delities, a Retro dance item was performed by a group of students 

followed by 5tara (Bhangra). The event was muscled by rocking body building show by Rohit (ME) 

and Alok (ME). The evening attention was DJ SAM group who by their electronic musical instruments 

with Punjabi fusion turned the evening into a charmful delight. Komal, Aditya, Jaideep and Shivam  

presented songs and on the blissful note of music students danced in a entertaining mood. 
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The event was followed by sizzling Ramp walkers of SGI who came on the stage and had surprised the 

viewers via their looks: Mousam, Tanam, Shalini, Reepan Deep, Pallivi, Vedika, Vanni were few of 

the sizzlers. The party came to end by rocking duet dance performance of Anand (ECE) and Pallavi 

(ECE). A dance performance based on Garhwali theme was performed to put a cheery on the cake by a 

group of students named Jaideep, Karan Negi, Jayant and Pankaj Rawat. The whole event was        

captured by Karan’s camera and was made inevitable. The show was a success due to the hard work 

and management of the coordinators i.e. Devesh (CSE), Vishal (ME), Jaideep (ME), Vedika (MBA), 

Vanni (MBA), Pallavi (ECE), Akhilesh (ME), Robin (CSE), Kunal (CSE), Gaurav (MBA) etc. under 

the   supervision of facilitators from SGI. At the end, sumptuous dinner was served. The program held 

has given rise to a new wave of team spirit into the SGians & had boosted their enthusiasm.  
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The most awaited Get Together of SGians took place on 18th March 2016 at Samalkha Group of Insti-

tutions. The Get Together was titled ‘Friends Forever’ and managed & led by students of Haryana 

domicile. The fun filled celebration- ‘Friends Forever’ was inaugurated by esteem faculty members & 

Board of Directors. The event extended with lighting of lamp to pay a vow to Goddess Saraswati.  

At the opening, the event was hosted by Vipul (MBA) and Priyanshi (MBA). The reverbrance of the 

party was the main stream Haryanvi folk dance ‘Mera Kurta Simma De’ by Sandhya (BBA)n and a 

solo dance performance performed by Manisha (CSE) on ‘Chaliyaa Chaliyaaa’ followed by mesmeriz-

ing solos by Ravinder (MBA), Naveen (BBA), Anil (BBA), Tanam (Civil) and Aarti (BBA).  

Last performance was a Group dance by Tanam (Civil), Ruchi (ME), Anvesha (Aero), Rehana (Civil) 

and Reependeep Kaur (Aero) which showed the Haryanvi culture in a modern way. This twist has 

made the performance interesting and entertaining. The idea behind the party was to throw light on 

Haryanvi culture, traditions and to familiarize the students with Haryanvi folk and dressing styles and 

the organizers was successful in achieving their aim via this party. A mimic performance was per-

formed by Himanshu & Surender based on Singham movie.  

‘Friends Forever’ –A Get Together 
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After this, event was followed up by Ramp walk of the participating pairs. The later half after sizzling 

performances of the students was lit up by the electronic musical instruments of DJ Band. The students 

presented bouquette of flower to the Chairman Sir Sh. Ajay Goyal as a token of respect. Fabulous team 

of student coordinators Vipul (MBA), Priyanshi (MBA), Sonu (EEE), Vikram (Aero), Pankaj (Aero) 

organized this get together under the supervision of facilitators from SGI. At the end, sumptuous din-

ner was served. The main theme of this Get Together was reciprocating enthusiasm, thrill and motiva-

tion among students to their folk fore and culture. 
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Students of Samalkha Group of Institutions from ECE, EEE & CSE Department participated in Inter 

Departmental Cricket Tourney 2016 on 18th March 2016.  

Samalkha Group of Institution provides opportunities to the students for excelling in each and every 

sphere of life and helps in promoting their inner strength.  In continuation to this, SGI students partici-

pated in inter departmental Cricket Tournament which is played between ECE, EEE & CSE students. 

This Tournament was organized by keeping in view of the sportsman ship development as well as team 

leading qualities in the students. Since such sporting activities in the college campus inculcates a sense 

of comrademanship & discipline among the students. With this learning spirit, many students from 

ECE, EEE & CSE branches participated & displayed their 100% cricketing skills in the tournament. 

The close fall of the games took nail biting stance of the viewers. The event started with toss of the 

first match between CSE 2nd Year captain Harshit and CSE 3rd Year captain Nikhil. The toss winning 

team elected to bat first. The outcome was retaliating win of juniors to the defending champions of last 

year i.e. CSE 3rd Year. Following matches were played between ECE and EEE (1st & 2nd Year) and 

ECE and EEE (3rd & 4th Year). The result came out to be as victory of ECE and EEE (3rd & 4th Year). 

The 3rd match of the event proceeding was played between CSE & ECE.  

Inter Departmental Cricket Tournament at Samalkha Group of Institutions 
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The winning streak was carried up by ECE Department as their 2nd consecutive victory in the Tourna-

ment. The winning team was awarded with the cash prize along with medals distributed to the winning 

team members. This Tournament was accomplished by the vibrant presence of Head of Departments 

Mr. Vikas Uttreja (HOD, ECE & EEE) and Mr. Amit Verma (HOD, CSE) . The students were         

applauded by the tournament coordinators Mr. Hemant Chugh (AP, ECE) and Mr. Sumit Wadhwa 

(AP, CSE). At last but not the least, Dr. Sarita Goel (Member Executive, SGI) wished the winning 

team for its splendid performance and greeted the participating teams for their active role in tourna-

ment.  
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